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Abstract -The use of LPG as a cooking fuel for
domestic purposes is an old approach and produces
carbon dioxide which is a pollutant. A promising
solution is the use of Hydrogen as a cooking fuel.Using
KOH as an electrolyte, we produce hydrogen by passing
current through water and passing it again through the
dryer to remove moisture. Since there is no carbon
emission in this approach, it is more suitable and ecofriendly.

I.

INTRODUCTION

With the declining amount of LPG
available for usage and its effect on the
environment, the use of hydrogen gas as a cooking
fuel turns to be a smart approach. This can be an
eco-friendly and efficient approach as there is no
carbon content released during the process and also
the cost involved is also comparatively less.The
components used include a fuel cell, dryer, gas
pipe, a gas injector, a gas collecting chamber and a
burner rim. When current is passed through the fuel
cell which contains water and KOH as an
electrolyte, hydrogen is released. It is then sent to
the dryer through the gas pipe, in order to ensure
that it is moisture free. Later on, the moisture free
hydrogen is injected to the gas collecting chamber
through the gas injector. The burner rim has minute
holes to ensure only sufficient amount of gas is
exposed to fire and thus hydrogen can be used as
the cooking fuel.
II.

a different the electrolyte (alkaline, phosphoric
acid molten carbonate, solid oxide and solid
polymer or proton exchange membrane).Operates
are at different temperature ranges and is suitable
for different applications within stationary, or
transport.
B.Fuel Cell CHP and Working
Since
Grove’s
experiments,
the
technology has been developed intermittently
stepping back the Hydrocarbon Economy.The fuel
cells were used in a real practical environment.
UTC Power,who make alkaline fuel cells for
NASA, produced the first phosphoric acid fuel cells
in 1991 for commercial purpose.The UTC Power
Pure Cell four hundred Fuel Cell CHP is a
packaged machine combining the gas processor (or
reformer), gasoline cellular stack and electricity
conditioner. The fuel cell stack contains 32 substacks of 8 fuel cells so the gasoline mobile CHP
definitely contains 256 gas cells. Heat is recovered
at every sub-stack and aggregated to provide the
gas mobile package heat output.

UTC Cell and Working

A. Working of the Hydrogen Fuel Cell
The fuel cell consists of anode and cathode
separated by an electrolyte between them.Oxygen
is supplied into the cathode and hydrogen into the
anode. Hydrogen and oxygen will want to join but
this is prevented by the electrolyte. This will cause
splitting of hydrogen into proton and electron. The
proton passes through the electrolyte and the
electron is forced to go in a different path around it.
This will generate electric current before it recombines with the proton to give hydrogen which
will then combine with oxygen through a catalyst,
creating a water molecule. There are different types
of fuel cells which work on this principle, each uses

Fig1 :Operation of UTC Power Pure Cell 400

As an instance, the UTC gasoline cell uses
phosphoric acid as the electrolyte, natural fuel
chemically reformed into hydrogen fuel through
steam reforming and oxygen extracted without
delay from outside air. Fuel cells additionally
operate on 5renewable gases including syngas from
waste, biogas, waste fuel from sewage remedy, or
different biogases. Renewable gases are rich in
hydrogen and can be provided with dual fuel
alternatives (renewable fuel and herbal fuel) to
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make certain continuity of supply at complete
strength and to take gasoline cells generate strength
through an electro-chemical response there's no
combustion and no noxious emissions. Therefore,
no flue is needed, the most effective emissions
being water.

Equations Involved in the Fuel cell:
The electrical power and energy output are easily
calculated from the well-known formulas:
Power = VI and Energy = VIt
For the burning of hydrogen:

(1)

C. Quadgeneration Systems
The easy exhaust of a gas mobile is pure
water which can be captured, condensed and
utilised as potable or non-potable water. The water
from a gas cell is H2O or 100 percent natural water
and astronauts definitely drink the water from on
board fuel cells in space.
III.

Whereas if the product water is condensed back
to liquid, the reaction is:

HYDROGEN AS A COOKING FUEL

The hydrogen fuel cell gives out hydrogen when
electric current is passed into it. But this hydrogen
cannot be directly used as it contains
moisture.Inorder to remove the moisture, it is sent
into dryer.The dryer ensures that the hydrogen gas
is completely moisture free. The full cell is
connected to the dryer through a gas pipe.Even
though the hydrogen gas is now moisture free we
cannot directly use it as a cooking fuel as the
amount of hydrogen exposed to fire is very critical.
Inorder to ensure that only sufficient amount of
hydrogen gas is exposed to fire, it is passed to the
gas collecting chamber through gas injector. The
burner rim used has minute holes and this will
ensure that only sufficient amount of hydrogen is
exposed thus making hydrogen an efficient fuel to
be used for cooking.
IV.EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND
CONCLUSION

The difference between those two values for ΔH
(forty four.01 kJ/mole) is the molar enthalpy of
vaporization of water. The higher figure is called
the higher heating price (HHV), and the lower,
quite logically, the lower heating fee (LHV). Any
statement of performance should say whether or
not it pertains to the higher or lower heating fee. If
this statistics is not given, the LHV has possibly
been used, when you consider that this may supply
a higher efficiency parent.
We can now see that there may be a restriction to
the performance, if we define it as in Eq. 1. The
maximum electric electricity available is equal to
the alternate in Gibbs unfastened power, so:

THE EFFECT OF PRESSURE AND GAS
CONCENTRATION

Table 1: Output efficiency values of Hydrogen Fuel Cell

As it can be seen in the above tabular
column, the experimental results show an increased
output of hydrogen(in ml) with the increase in the
output electrode voltage.

The values for the changes within the Gibbs
unfastened strength given in Tables II and III all
situation natural hydrogen and oxygen, at
fashionable pressure, one hundred kPa. However,
in addition to changing with temperature, as shown
in those tables, the Gibbs electricity modifications
with pressure and attention.
A complete treatment of those troubles is past a
ebook together with this, and it is able to without
difficulty be located some other place. Suffice to
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say that the connection is given by a completely
critical gas cell equation derived from the paintings
of Nernst. It may be expressed in many specific
forms, depending on what issue is to be analyzed.
For example, if the change of device stress is the
problem, then the Nernst equation takes the form:

Where ΔV is the voltage boom if the strain
adjustments from P 1 to P 2 . Other causes of
voltage exchange are a reduction in voltage
because of the usage of air instead of natural
oxygen. The use of hydrogen fuel that is combined
with carbon dioxide, as is acquired from the
‘reforming' of fuels consisting of petrol, methanol
or methane, additionally causes a small reduction in
voltage.
For excessive temperature gasoline cells the Nernst
equation predicts very well the voltage
modifications. However, with decrease temperature
cells, together with are utilized in electric cars, the
modifications are almost constantly extensively
more than the Nernst equation predicts. This is
because the ‘activation voltage drop' cited inside
the ultimate section is also quite strongly tormented
by problems inclusive of gasoline awareness and
strain. This is specially the case on the air cathode.
The voltage increase resulting from a doubling of
the system pressure would be:

The amount of hydrogen gas produced is
directly proportional to the voltage of the output
electrode. Based on this principle we can develop a
comparatively better solution to the problem of
cooking gases at homes.
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